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Resistive Switching Properties of a Polycrystalline TiO Memory Cell
with a Tungsten Nitride (WN) Bu er Layer Inserted
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Resistive switching properties were investigated in a polycrystalline TiO2 lm with a tungsten
nitride (WN) barrier layer sandwiched between the Pt electrodes. DC voltage-current measurements
were done to observe the switching properties of the low- and the high-resistance states. The TiO2
memory cell was also studied in terms of the electrical pulse parameter dependence of the Set/Reset
switching process. The dc voltage-current characteristics of the TiO2 memory cell with a WN
barrier layer demonstrated enhanced switching compared to those of the memory cell without WN
barrier layers. In addition, stable resistance switching in the cell with WN inserted was repetitively
observed to be a strong function of the amplitude and the width of the voltage pulse. This stable
switching property is expected to originate from the decrease in the number of oxygen vacancies at
the interfaces between the Pt electrode and the TiO2 layer due to the inserted WN bu er layer.

PACS numbers: 73.40.Rw, 84.37.+q, 85.40.-e
Keywords: Resistive switching, TiO2 , ReRAM, Nonvolatile memory
I. INTRODUCTION

Resistive switching e ect was observed in various oxide materials, such as binary oxide [1{3,5{8], perovskite
materials [4,9,10] and chalcogenide materials [11]. Therefore, the prototype devices of resistive random access
memory (ReRAM) based on the resistance switching effect has been extensively studied due to its non-volatility,
high-density integration, high-speed switching and low
power consumption [5, 6]. The ReRAM using a binary
oxide material is one of the best candidates for nextgeneration advanced non-volatile memory devices because the crystal structure and the stoichiometry of binary oxides are more easily controlled and compatible
with standard complementary metal-oxide semiconductor technology [6]. Resistive switching memory cells for
ReRAM applications have a metal-oxide-metal (MOM)
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structure consisting of a transition-metal oxide layer
sandwiched between two terminal metal electrodes. The
resistive switching memory cell exhibits a drastic change
in resistance when a current or voltage pulse is applied.
The resistance switching in a binary oxide thin lm, such
as TiO2 [5{7, 12, 13], NiO [14] and ZrO2 [15], has been
widely studied for modeling the resistive switching mechanism. One resistive switching model suggests that an
applied electric pulse creates or destroys the multiple lamentary conduction paths through the lm. The migration of oxygen ions under a voltage bias is considered as
the main e ect of formation and rupture of conducting
laments in binary oxide lm [12, 13, 16, 17]. Although
the exact nature of the lament in binary oxide is not
clearly understood yet, it is reasonable to assume that
the migration of oxygen ions or vacancies might play an
important role in resistive switching through a conducting lament. There are other important issues for the
realization of ReRAM devices: that is, how to stabilize
the resistive switching parameters, such as the set/reset
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switching voltage value and the stable ratio of resistance
between the high-resistance state (HRS) and the lowresistance state (LRS).
In this article, basic resistive switching properties are
investigated in a TiO2 lm with a WN barrier layer sandwiched between Pt electrodes, where the WN layer was
inserted as an e ective method to stabilize the resistive
switching parameters. This inserted layer is expected
to enhance the interfacial property between the TiO2
and the Pt electrode layer. It is well known that WN is
widely used in semiconductor processes as a \metal diffusion barrier" between the metal and the semiconductor
layers to prevent intermixing and interaction [18]. The
crystalline property and phase of the TiO2 layer was analyzed by using X-ray di raction (XRD) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). We investigated the in uences of the inserted WN layer on the dc current-voltage
(I -V ) characteristics and the switching property of the
pulsed voltage. Our result shows that the WN bu er
layers stabilize the switching property of the TiO2 cell.
We expect that the stabilization of switching properties
is due to the oxygen ion di usion from the TiO2 layer being blocked and to the occupation of interfacial oxygen
vacancies by nitrogen ions from the WN layer.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Two types of resistive switching heterostructures,
Pt/TiO2 /Pt and Pt/WN/TiO2 /WN/Pt, were grown by
using dc and rf magnetron sputtering. A 100-nm-thick
Pt/Ti bottom electrode was prepared on a SiO2 /Si substrate by using a dc magnetron sputtering at room temperature. First, a 10-nm-thick WN interfacial layer was
deposited on the Pt electrode by reactive RF sputtering
using a W target at a pressure of 2 mTorr. An 80-nm
TiO2 layer was deposited on the WN layer by using reactive RF sputtering at 250 W. The TiO2 thin lms were
deposited by using a pure Ti target at 5 mTorr, which
was maintained by using a gas mixture of oxygen and
argon at a mixing ratio of 2 : 1. Second, a 10-nm-thick
WN interfacial layer and Pt top electrode layer were sequentially deposited by using reactive rf sputtering. For
electrical measurement, top electrodes with a diameter of
30 um were fabricated by using conventional photolithographic lift-o process.
As a base line experiment, the crystalline property
and the phase of the TiO2 layer was analyzed by using
XRD and SEM. Subsequently, we investigated the in uences of the inserted WN layer on the switching cells in
dc current-voltage (I -V ) measurement by using a computer interfaced Keithley source-measurement unit and
the voltage pulse switching property of the switching cell
was measured by using Agilent HP81110A pulse signal
generator at room temperature with a biased top electrode and a grounded bottom electrode. Each pulsed
signal from pulse signal generator to sample was moni-

Fig. 1. (a) XRD spectra of polycrystalline TiO2 lms
prepared on Pt/Ti/SiO2 /Si substrates, indicating two main
peaks of the rutile phase and (b) typical SEM image of a
polycrystalline TiO2 surface.

tored by using a Tektronics digital oscilloscope TDS3052.
Then, the resistance states were measured by using a
source-measurement unit after each-pulse switching test.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XRD pattern of the rf reactive sputtered TiO2
lm deposited on a Pt/Ti/SiO2 /Si substrate is shown in
Figure 1(a). These patterns are typical characteristics
of the polycrystalline rutile structure of TiO2 , indicating
non-presence of other phases related to TiO2 . As shown
in Figure 1(a), the line of TiO2 (110) demonstrates a
single texture of the TiO2 rutile phase and strong lines
of Pt (111) and (200) are also observed. This gure indicates that our dc-sputtered Pt thin lm has a good
crystal quality. Figure 1(b) shows a surface SEM image of a TiO2 lm, demonstrating that our thin lm has
a polycrystalline structure with small-sized grains. The
grain size of the TiO2 lm is approximately 200 nm.
Therefore, our TiO2 thin lm has the rutile structure of
the polycrystalline phase in our condition (RF 250 W at
a 5 mTorr pressure).
The resistive switching and the measurement of the
resistive state in the TiO2 memory cell were performed
using a source-measurement unit with a pure TiO2 cell
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Fig. 2. DC voltage sweep measurements of (a) a pure TiO2
cell and (b) a TiO2 cell with WN layer inserted. Two samples
exhibit a drastic change in resistance state, but The TiO2
memory cell with WN layer inserted shows a more stable
switching property that is better than that of a pure TiO2
memory cell.

Fig. 3. Variations of pulse pro le in a TiO2 memory cell
with WN layer inserted during resistive switching. (a) various
pulse width responses for set switching at 20 ns, 50 ns and 100
ns, where the amplitude was 3 V and (b) di erent amplitude
responses for reset switching at 1.6 V, 1.8 V and 2.0 V, where
the pulse width was 200 us.

(sample A) and a TiO2 cell with a WN layer inserted
(sample B). As shown in Figure 2, all samples exhibit a
drastic change of resistance from the HRS to LRS, which
is so called \set". On the other hand, \reset" is seen as
another resistance change from the LRS to HRS. This
resistive switching is entirely reversible and reproducible
although there is a small dispersion in the value of set
and reset voltage. The initial forming process was performed before this experiment. The forming voltage was
3 V and the proper current compliance was 5  10 mA.
The current compliance was set to 3  5 mA during the
set process to prevent a hard breakdown in the TiO2
memory cell. The resistance state of sample A was set
to LRS by applying a positive voltage of 1.4 V. The
reset voltage of this cell was 0.5 V, as shown in Figure
2(a). In the HRS state, the I -V characteristics of sample
A showed di erent shapes and unstable set voltages in
each measurement. In addition, the reset switching did
not show a clear change from HRS to LRS at the reset
voltage. For a perfect resistance change, more sweeping
voltage up to 1 V in reset is necessary. The set voltage
and the reset voltage in sample B were 2 V and 0.6

V, respectively, as shown in Figure 2(b). A remarkable
feature in the I -V characteristics is the smooth curve
shape in the HRS and a clear resistance change in the
reset process. The set and the reset voltage variations
are smaller than 0.15 V at each switching process. The
TiO2 memory cell with WN inserted shows much more
stable switching than a pure TiO2 memory cell due to
the fact that the nitrogen ions in the WN layer di use to
the TiO2 interface and occupy the oxygen vacancies in
the oxygen-de cient region of the TiO2 interface [9,10].
Therefore, we think that stable I -V characteristics can
be obtained in the TiO2 cell with WN inserted.
The pulsed signal switching properties of two types
of samples were measured using a pulse signal generator and were in situ monitored using a digital oscilloscope during the pulse switching test. The resistance
state was measured at a bias voltage of 0.2 V after eachpulse switching test by using a source-measurement unit.
Figure 3 shows the applied pulse signal to the sample
monitored by using a digital oscilloscope during the set
and the reset processes. First, the characteristics of the
set process of the TiO2 cell with WN inserted was tested
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Fig. 4. Set and reset switching behaviors of a TiO2 memory cell with WN layer inserted. (a) LRS resistance as a
function of pulse width after applying a set pulse, where the
amplitude was xed at 3 V. (b) HRS resistance as a function
of amplitude after applying a reset pulse, where the pulse
width was xed at 200 us.

as a function of the pulse width. During the set switching experiment, the set switching pulse amplitude of 3 V
was used and the current compliance was set to 20 mA in
order to protect the samples from complete breakdown.
The selected amplitude of 3 V was the minimum amplitude for clear switching in a previous switching test. The
ramp-up time of the setup at the minimum pulse voltage
was <2-ns. Figure 3(a) shows the variations of the pulse
shape monitored by using a digital oscilloscope during
the set process. The set pulse width of 20-ns switched
the resistance state from the HRS to the LRS, but the
resistance of the LRS in the applied 20-ns pulse is higher
than that of the LRS in the other pulse width. As shown
in Figure 3(a), a pulse width for the 20-ns data did not
reach 3 V at the maximum point of the pulse amplitude.
Therefore, it is expected that a pulse width of 20-ns is not
enough to charge the capacitive switching cell and that
a voltage smaller than the input pulse is not enough to
create a lament path for the migration of oxygen ions.
Figure 4(a) displays the resistances in the LRS as a
function of the pulse width for a set pulse signal. For
a stable set process, the width of the set pulse must be

Fig. 5. Pulse signal switching behaviors of (a) pure TiO2
memory cell and (b) a TiO2 memory cell with WN inserted
with a set pulse (3 V, 50 ns) and a reset pulse (1.8 V, 200
us).

wider than 40-ns in this cell. The characteristics of the
reset process were tested for pulse signals with various
amplitudes. In this experiment, the width of the reset
pulse was xed to 200 us. A pulse width of 200 us was
the minimum width for reset switching in a previous test.
Figure 4(b) shows the variations of reset pulse signal,
which were in-situ monitored by using a digital oscilloscope during a reset process. The amplitudes of the pulse
were 1.6 V, 1.8 V and 2.0 V, respectively. When the input amplitude was a 1.6 V the real pulse amplitude of
the sample was lower than 1.4 V and a step pro le in
pulse shape was not clearly observed, resulting in a nonswitching behavior, but when the input pulse amplitude
was more than 1.8 V, a step pro le in pulse shape was
clearly obtained. Therefore, we believe that the rupture
of lament can occur in the rst step with the proper
pulse width; then, after rupture of the lament, the resistance of the switching cell increases so that the amplitude of pulse increases up to a certain value in the second
step [13]. Figure 4(b) shows the resistance as a function
of amplitude after applying a reset pulse. Up to the pulse
amplitude of 1.7 V, the reset switching was not observed
clearly, but the reset switching was obtained amplitudes
above 1.8 V. For stable resistive switching, the optimum
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amplitude and width of set pulse were found to be 3 V
and 50 ns, respectively and the reset pulse required an
optimum amplitude of 1.8 V and a width of 200 us.
Figure 5 shows the characteristics of continuous pulse
switching in memory cells. As shown in Figure 5(a),
sample A exhibited unstable switching property and the
resistance ratio between the HRS and the LRS decreased
with increasing pulse cycles. However, as shown in Figure 5(b), the switching property of the sample B was remarkably stable and showed a high resistance ratio larger
than 103 between the HRS and the LRS. Sample B also
showed repeatable switching with the same behavior up
to 100 cycles. Therefore, we expect that the nitrogen
ions in the WN layer may di use to the TiO2 interface
and occupy oxygen vacancies in the oxygen-de cient region of the TiO2 interface, blocking oxygen ion di usion
from the TiO2 layer and providing much more stable
switching behaviors.
IV. CONCLUSION

Resistive switching properties were investigated in a
polycrystalline TiO2 nanolayer with a WN barrier layer
sandwiched between the Pt electrodes. Two samples of
WN-bu ered and pure-TiO2 memory cells were fabricated for comparison. The former sample shows an enhanced switching property in the DC I -V sweep measurement and a stabilized response for a short pulse
width. The WN-bu ered TiO2 memory cell exhibited
stable switching with a high resistance ratio of 103 between the LRS and the HRS. Experimentally observed
results indicate that the nitrogen ions from the WN layer
at the TiO2 interface may occupy oxygen vacancies in the
TiO2 layer and block oxygen-ion di usion from the TiO2
layer, providing a more stable switching property.
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